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Abstract

Wireless networks consist of senders, receivers, and in-
termediate nodes that collaborating (more or less) to es-
tablish the communication paths. Most of the researches
in the domain of wireless network have focused on routing
based approaches. In such an approach wireless network is
reduced to a dynamic graph, and a minimum cost routing
mechanism is applied. These approaches have led to sev-
eral routing mechanisms as OLSR and AODV. However, the
fundamental nature of wireless network is the broadcast. In
the wireless network all the tuned receivers potentially re-
ceive every transmission. This basic property is not well
captured by graph-based approaches where packets follow
a single path from sender to receiver.

In this paper we will propose a relaying scheme for wire-
less multi-hop networks. It is based on collaboration of in-
termediate relays at network layer to forward useful side
information in place of dumbly forwarding packets. In our
scheme we assume that the nodes are not able to benefit
from any interference cancellation mechanism. The chan-
nels from sender to relay nodes and from sender to receiver
are logically separated through a temporal scheduling. This
model is realistic for many practical scenarios in the con-
text of wireless networks.

We will show in this paper the information theoretic
bounds and show that they are achievable using practical
codes. The proposed coding scheme is simulated in real-
istic scenarios. The obtained results show a remarkable
improvement in throughput, relay load and reliability com-
pared to network using classical routing approach.

1 Introduction

Formally, a relay network is a network with one sender,
one receiver and a number of intermediate nodes. The inter-
mediate nodes participate in the communication by relaying
the packets from the sender to the receiver. The capacity
region of relay networks remains unknown in the general

case. Until now, most of the researches on the relay channel
have focused on the case of error channel with interferences
between sender and relay transmission. The capacity is only
known for the simple case of relay network, composed of a
unique intermediate node, and where the relay channel is
physically degraded [6, 22]. For this scenario, it has been
shown that interference cancellation greatly improves the
achievable rate. However, in many wireless network archi-
tectures, we are not able to use interference cancellation.
This means that classical approaches toward relay channels,
as proposed in [22, 9], are not applicable. Therefore the new
bounds for this particular scenario have to be defined.

This is the case in practical Ad hoc networks where we
have to use existing physical layer card that are not yet able
to apply interference cancellation. In these cases, each node
has a single wireless interface card that is used for transmis-
sion and reception at the same time. In a very practical set-
ting, the WIFI interface with a CSMA/CA based MAC layer
is used. This setting will be analyzed in this work. This
means that we assume that we cannot make any changes
at physical layers to take benefits from interference cancel-
lation. These nodes are called ”cheap node” compared to
nodes used in Wireless Mesh Router [2] which have several
physical interfaces or the nodes that are able to implement
interference cancellation.

In this scenario, interferences (collisions) between con-
current senders are mitigated through scheduling the trans-
mission of each competitor. The CSMA/CA mechanisms
are aimed toward the goal of providing distributed schedul-
ing mechanisms in a wireless network. However, these
approaches might not be able to suppress completely col-
lisions (because of far sender). If collision occurs, the
packet is supposed to be lost and have to be retransmit-
ted (or recovered). Packets might also be erased by link
layer error-detection mechanisms such as Forward Error-
correcting Codes (FEC). These errors are induced by the
physical environment (noise, multi-path,etc.) as well as
other senders co-channel interferences. The channel there-
fore appears as an erasure channel. Each receiver might
receive packets sent by any sender with a reception proba-
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bility. This reception probability is a function of the topo-
logical setting (the distance between senders and receivers),
emission power, resulting level of interference, and coding
characteristics.

This important property is sometime overlooked in the
information theoretical literature and it results in a lot of
simplification in analysis. This enables the derivation of
simple closed form bound [21, 12]. No simple formulation
are available on error channels with similar setting. More-
over, MDS codes [23] are known to be sphere packing codes
for the erasure channel. There exists practical MDS codes
achieving optimally the capacity of erasure channels.

Most of the researches in the domain of wireless net-
work have focused on routing based approaches. In such
an approach the wireless network is reduced as a dynamic
graph on which a minimum cost routing mechanism is ap-
plied. Several routing mechanisms such as OLSR (Op-
timized Link State Routing Protocol) [5] or AODV (Ad
hoc On Demand Distance Vector) [19] are the examples of
routing-based approaches. As said before, the fundamental
nature of wireless network is broadcast. All the receivers
tuned to the sending channel potentially receive every trans-
mission. This basic property is not well captured by graph-
based approaches where, packets follow a single path from
sender to receiver. Using a multi-path approach is very at-
tractive; however, Optimal MultiPath routing shown to be
NP-Complete. On the other extreme, packet flooding ap-
proaches that also use all the available capacity in the wire-
less network waste a lot of energy.

Recently, network coding [1, 16, 18] has been proposed
as a new paradigm to look at the issue of network capacity.
The core notion of network coding is to allow and encour-
age mixing of data at intermediate network nodes. Network
coding defines a new type of collaboration schemes. This
collaboration scheme consists of mixing the received in-
formation through a coding scheme defined for each node
and to forward the encoded version. Classical forwarding
scheme sends an exact copy of each received packet over
another link is a very specific case of network coding. In
this case coding reduces to copying a packet. Initially net-
work coding had been developed in the context of commu-
nication graphs where no losses or errors occur for each
transmission. Extending classical network coding to wire-
less network where losses can occur at each transmission
is not straightforward. Moreover most of network coding
mechanisms are based on random coding scheme that might
be difficult to use in a realistic situations. Some new efforts
have been made in the past couple of year to provide prac-
tical network coding schemes. For example [3] proposed a
distributed scheme for practical network coding which al-
lows the intermediate nodes to merge received packets. The
provided mechanism remains random as the network cod-
ing acts by randomly adding arriving packets and hoping

with high probability. The received packets at the receivers
create a sufficient number of linearly independent packets
to be able to retrieve initial data. [3] further present some
simulation results. The simulation has done in a graph of
ISP backbones and it is shown that in practical the network
coding could improve the performance with a reasonable
transmission delay. However as said before graph-based
approaches does not capture the broadcast nature of wire-
less networks and some modification must be apply in the
context of network coding to be adapted to the wireless net-
works area.

In this paper we present a coding scheme which directly
exploits the broadcast nature of wireless communication.
The proposed coding scheme tries to reach the overall ca-
pacity of the network without flooding it with redundant
packets. The approach is rooted in information theoretic no-
tion. It is based on the collaboration of intermediate relays
at network layer to forward useful side information in place
of forwarding packets dumbly. The main idea is to diffuse
the side information on the space and, benefit from the pro-
posed coding scheme to make the collaboration between the
nodes. This method does not benefit from any type of rout-
ing algorithm. That is the wireless channel which finds the
best way to route the packet to the destination. Moreover,
the proposed coding scheme can be readily implemented on
an actual WIFI based wireless network. It does not need
any change in the physical layer.

[13] presents the capacity region of the degraded sin-
gle relay erasure relay channel when interferences are sup-
pressed by using different physical channel. It is shown
that this capacity region can be attained by a practical cod-
ing scheme. The main idea of the proposed coding scheme
comes from the coding scheme proposed by Cover& al. in
[22]. It suggests that the relay should only transmit useful
side information for the decoding at the final receiver. This
is completely different from classical approaches that make
a copy of packets and retransmit them [9]. The capacity re-
gion and coding scheme was extended to the non-degraded
single-relay erasure relay channel in [12].

In this paper, we will extent the approach to the case
of realistic relay node with a single physical interface.
Channel separation is done through temporal scheduling.
CSMA/CA mechanism offers a distributed mechanism for
such temporal scheduling. We use here the same coding
scheme as proposed in [12]. We will present the capacity
region for the case of cheap relay nodes that the nodes have
a single physical interface and where, interferences are sup-
pressed by scheduling the transmission of the sender and
relay nodes. A similar problem is addressed in [15] which
present an upper bound based on cut-set argument for infor-
mation transfer rate over a general relay network. We show
here that the coding scheme presented in [13] and [12] at-
tains the cut-set bound presented in [15] in the special case



of physically degraded channel, meaning that this is bound
is in fact the capacity region.

We will show how the proposed scheme can be applied
in a practical multiple relaying situation. The performance
of the proposed scheme is compared with the widely re-
ferred AODV routing scheme through a simulation under
NS-2.26 simulator. This comparison shows a remarkable
improvement for the throughput of the network compared
to classical routing based schemes especially in the case of
large networks.

The paper is organized as follow. Section II gives the-
oretical results on the capacity of single relay case and ex-
tends theoretical results to multi-relay case. Section III in-
troduces the coding scheme for the erasure relay network
that attains the theoretical bounds for the case of multi-
relay. The practical implementation and the simulation re-
sults are presented in section IV.

2 Information Theoretical bounds

This section will present theoretical bounds for the ca-
pacity of a specific type of relay channel. We assume that all
nodes operate over a unique and common physical channel
and they are not able to apply the interference cancellation
at physical layer,i.e., each possible transmission can poten-
tially be an interference for other transmissions and lead to
collision. Moreover, we assume that the nodes are not able
to send and receive simultaneously. Reception from mul-
tiple nodes at the same time is also impossible as it leads
to collisions. A scheduling mechanism must be applied in
such a network to separate the interfering communications.
Each node in the network might be in two states: sending
(S) and receiving (R). The scheduling algorithm defines dif-
ferent transmission mode for the relay network by assigning
to each node a state (R or S). Collisions occur in a mode
if two or more senders are assigned to the R state by the
scheduler. If only one node is assigned to the R state and
all other nodes are assigned to S state, the message sent by
this unique sender might be received by all other nodes with
a probability related to Packet Error Rate that depends on
distance and transmission power. For the sake of simplicity,
we first begin with the simple case of a single relay shown
in Fig. 1 and we will extend the analysis to multiple relay
situations shown in Fig. 2.

2.1 Single-relay case

In this scenario, the scheduler defines four different
modes. In modem1 nodeS send messages and nodesD
andR receive the message with a specified probability that
depends on distance and transmission power. In this mode
the relay channel appears as an erasure broadcast channel(
X0

m1
;Y 0

m1
, Y 1

m1

)
as defined in [21]. In the second mode
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Figure 1. The single-relay scenario

m2, the relay node acts as the sender and the nodeD is
the receiver. In this case the channel appears as a point to
point erasure channel(X1

m2
;Y 2

m2
). In modem3, the relay

and sender are in sending state and collision occurs. In this
mode the receiver do not receive any information. In the
last modem4, all the nodes are in receiving state and no
information is transferred through the packets. Let suppose
that theti is the proportion of time that the wireless net-
work is in statemi. Clearly

∑M
m=1 ti = 1, meaning that

the scheduling mechanism do a time-sharing between the
different possible modes.

The previous description might be generalized in a
straightforward way to a network with more that one in-
termediate nodes. In this setting any possible assignment
of state value to each node define a transmission modemi

that is active a proportionti of time. We will assume for the
sake of tractable theoretical analysis that the scheduling is
deterministic, meaning that the scheduling is defined in ad-
vance independently of transmission results. This hypothe-
sis is clearly not valid if CSMA/CA mechanism is used for
defining the scheduling in a distributed way. However, the
evaluation of the proposed relaying mechanism that will be
presented in section IV will use the CSMA/CA mechanism.
That section will show that the hypothesis of deterministic
scheduling is not critical.

In [15] a cut-set bound is derived for the achievable rate
over a general multi-mode relay channels is derived. We use
this bound and specialize it to the specific case of erasure
relay channel.

Theorem 1 (Cut-set Bound [15]) Consider a general net-
work withN nodes and a finite number of states,M . Now
suppose that state of network is a deterministic function for
every network usek asmk and is fixed and is known to all
nodes then∑

i∈S,j∈Sc

Rij ≤
M∑

m=1

tmI
(
XS

(m), Y
Sc

(m)|X
Sc

(m)

)



for all S ⊂ {1, 2, ..., N}, where the set of all nodes are
partitioned into two disjoint setS and Sc by cut-set. The
portion of time that network operate in modem is defined
as tm = limk→∞ nm(k)/k. For any statem, nm(k) is
defined as the number of state which is equal tom in the
first k network uses.2

From theorem 1, an upper bound for the information
transfer rateR from the source nodeS to the destination
nodeD in Fig. 1 can be derived as :

R ≤ sup
0≤t1≤1

min{t1 · I
(
X0

m1
;Y 0

m1
, Y 1

m1

)
+ t2 · I

(X0
m2

, Y 2
m2
|X1

m2
) , t1 · I

(
X0

m1
;Y 0

m1

)
+ t2 ·

I
(
X0

m2
, X1

m2
;Y 2

m2

)
}

Over the two choices of subsetsC1 andC2 shown in figure
1, where the parametert1 represent the asymptotic propor-
tion of time that the network operate in modem1.

This bound might be simplified thanks to the Shearer the-
orem [4] for erasure relay channel.

Theorem 2 (Shearer Theorem [4])Let Xn be a collec-
tion of n random variables andZn be a collection ofn
boolean random variable, such that for eachi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
E {Zi} = 1 − C̃. If Xn(Zn) is a sub-collection con-
taining the ith random variableXi if Zi = 1. Then
E {H (Xn(Zn))} ≥ C̃H(Xn)

E {H (Xn(Zn))} ≥ C̃H(Xn)

This lead to the following upper bound for a single relay
erasure relay channel, under virtually degraded hypothesis.
This hypothesis is equivalent to saying that the senderS to
relay R channel is better than the senderS to receiverD
channel. Under this setting :

Theorem 3 The cut-set upper bound for the specific case
of physically degraded erasure relay channel described in
Figure 1 is given by :

R ≤ sup
0≤t1≤1

{min{t1(1− p1), t2(1− p2) + t1(1− p)}}

wherep is the loss probability of the senderS to receiverD
channel,p1 is the loss probability of the senderS to relay
R channel andp2 is the loss probability of the relayR to
receiverD channel

This bound might be extended easily to a stationary ergodic
setting with fading. Moreover, it can be readily extended to
the non degraded situation through the approach presented
in [12]. However, for simpler notation we will describe here
only the virtually degraded case.

Receiver
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L
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Figure 2. The Multi-relay scenario

2.2 Multi-relay case

This relationship might be extended in a straightforward
way to the more general case of multi-relay network as de-
picted in Fig. 2. Here we borrow some of the notations
presented in [8] for describing this multi-relay setting. Lets
consider a set ofN nodeN = {1, . . . , N} communicat-
ing over a general erasure channel characterized by a loss
matrixP = (pi,j)N×N , wherepi,j is the loss probability
of a transmission between nodei andj. Now let’s suppose
that there is a single communication taking place between a
single sender-destination pair(s, d).

Let’s suppose that nodes inN are partitioned intoM +1
disjoint level sets (L0, L1, ..., LM , LM+1) whereL0 = {s}
is the sender node andLM+1 = {d} is the destination node.
We assume that the nodes inLm only receive information
from the nodes in previous levelsLm−k for k ∈ [1,m],
while they only send information to the nodes in the next
levelsLm+k for k ∈ [1,M +1−m]. Letnm be the number
of nodes in levelLm by definingn0 = nM+1 = 1. (see
Fig. 2). In such a scenario, the cut-set bound presented in
theorem 1 can be simplified thanks to the Shearer theorem
as bellow.

Theorem 4 (Capacity bound for erasure multi-relay case)
The capacity region of a degraded erasure multi relay chan-
nel where ,pmj,sq is the loss probability from nodej in Lm

to nodeq in Ls is bounded by :

R < max
t

[
min{R1, R2, ..., RM}

]
where the maximization occurs over all possible mode pro-
portion {ti}M

i=1. MoreoverRu, u = 1, . . . ,M is defined
as

Ru =≤
u−1∑
m=0

nm∑
j=1

tmj · (1−
nu∏
q=1

pmj,uq)



tmj is the asymptotic proportional of time that the nodem
in levelLj acts as a sender.

Because of the lack of the place the proof is not presented
here and can be find in [14].This theorem defines the par-
titioning and the scheduling as abstract notions. Clearly,
the bound depends on the chosen partitioning as well as
the scheduling of nodes. This means that the capacity re-
gion might be enlarged by optimizing the scheduling and
the partitioning. This subject is out of the scope of this pa-
per as we wish here to present a practical setting that might
even be applicable to CSMA/CA based scheduling in real-
istic Ad-hoc networks. Therefore we assume that the par-
titioning results from the scheduling mechanism as well as
the topological properties of the wireless network. In next
section, we will present a coding scheme achieving the pre-
vious bound.

3 Achievability and Coding Method

In this section, we present a coding scheme that attains
the capacity bound presented in the previous section. The
coding scheme is the same as what presented in [13]. We
first describe the single relay case and then extend the ap-
proach to the multi-relay case.

3.1 Single-relay case

As explained before, because of error detection mecha-
nisms at the link layer, the transmission channel of wireless
networks as seen from higher layers can be modeled by an
erasure channel acting over the large input alphabet formed
by IP packets. Specific codes have been designed to deal
with erasures in place of errors. It is worth mentioning that
the class of Maximal Distance Separable (MDS) [23] code
leads to sphere packing codes for erasure channels. Let’s
suppose a systematic(n, k) linear code described by an en-
coding and decoding matrix. Let’s suppose that a vector
w ∈ X k of information is encoded to a vectorv ∈ Xn by
v = w

[
Ik×k|Ak×(n−k)

]
. The vectorv contains as its first

k symbols the vectorw as well as(n − k) redundant sym-
bols. If all sub matrices of

[
Ik×k|Ak×(n−k)

]
are invertible

the resulting code will be MDS. Reed-Solomon codes are
well known and widely applied members of these classes
of codes. A(n, k) MDS code with rateR = k

n has the
property that any combination ofk encoded symbols out of
then encoded symbols enables to retrieve the initialk un-
encoded symbols. In other word MDS codes can correct at
mostn− k erasures in a block ofn symbols.

An MDS code can achieve the capacity of a stationary
and ergodic erasure channel asymptotically with a larger
block sizen if its rate R is less than the capacity of the

channel. Moreover the encoding and decoding complex-
ity of MDS codes isO(n log n), which makes them in-
teresting in practical settings. More recently, the class of
Tornado codes has defined almost-MDS codes that have a
linear encoding and decoding complexity. However MDS
codes have a delay cost: the decoding cannot begin without
the reception of at leastk symbols from a block,i.e. a delay
bounded by the time needed to receivingn packets. This
might generate some trouble for applications with stringent
delay constraints and a trade-off between code performance
and delay should be made. Convenient properties of MDS
codes have made them very attractive for network commu-
nications especially in the context of broadcast channels
[10, 21]. We will present here a coding scheme based on
MDS code which achieves the bound presented in the theo-
retical section.

Before going further into the description of the coding
scheme, we have to describe more carefully the action of
an MDS code. Let’s suppose that a(n, k) MDS codes is
defined over a symbol setX . For an erasure channel the
output set of the channel will beY = X ∪ {e} wheree
is the erasure symbol. The MDS code divide the spaceYn

with (|X |+ 1)n points in|X |n separated cosets containing
each

∑k
l=0

(
n

n−l

)
points. The cosets need therefore an index

with n log |X | bits to be addressed. Each received packet in
a block can be seen as a part of the index needed for finding
the correct coset and lead to a correct decoding.

Consider the erasure relay network of figure 1 where the
senderS hask packet to transmit. Now let’s suppose we
have designed an(k+m+l, k) MDS code with an encoding
matrix [Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×l]. At the sender we encode these
packet with the(n = k + m, k) MDS code with encoding
matrix [Ik×k|Ak×m] leading tom redundant packets and a
rateRs = k

n . These redundant packets will help the receiver
and the relay to retrieve the erased packets over the channel.
Under the condition thatRs < (1 − p1) a MDS code will
asymptotically ,with largek andm = k( 1

Rs − 1), ensure
perfect communication between the sender and relay, as the
MDS codes achieve the capacity of the erasure channel.

At the receiver side we will receive asymptotically ,with
largen, aroundn(1− p) packets from the sender andl(1−
p2) packets from the relay. The receiver has to decode the
MDS code with the generator matrix[Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×l].
Thek message packets can be recovered if we receive from
the sender and the relay at leastk = nRs packets. Using
this coding scheme, the relay only send useful index infor-
mation to the receiver. The fact that[Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×l] is
the generator of an MDS code guarantees that every packet
received from the relay will reduce the ambiguity about the
initial message.

Asymptotically ,with largel (or equivalently largen),
receiver will receive together,n(1− p) + l(1− p2) packets
from sender and relay. The MDS code with encoding matrix



[Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×l
] might be decode ifn(1 − p) + l(1 −

p2) > k, i.e., Rs < (1 − p) + l
n (1 − p2) . Moreover,

with the scheduling mechanism the sender only transmits a
proportiont1 of time and the relay a proportiont2 which
leads to the transmission rate

R = t1·Rs = sup
0≤t1≤1

{min{t1(1−p1), t2(1−p2)+t1(1−p)}}.

This shows that the capacity region bound defined for the
degraded situation is achievable by the proposed scheme. In
practice the number of the codewords sent by the relay (l)
can be chosen asl = n t2

t1
to guaranty the maximum possible

rate. This coding scheme can be extended in a straightfor-
ward way to the general case of multi-relay.

3.2 Multi-relay case

The presented scheme for the single relay case can be
extended in a straightforward way to the multi-relay case.
We just do the same think for all relay nodes in the wire-
less network. Every relayi will have its proper codeBi

k×li
known by all other relays. This code acts similarly to an ac-
cess code in CDMA. Similarly to the single relay case, the
main constraint is that the overall generator matrix

C =
[
Ik×k|B0

k×(n−k)|B
1
k×l1 |...|B

N
k×lN

]
is an MDS code generator,i.e., every squared sub matrix of
it being invertible. Note that we represent here the encod-
ing matrix of the sender asB0

k×(n−k). Now at each relay
in the network we receive packets coming from the source
as well as from the previous relay layers. If these received
packets reach a sufficient number (more exactlyk packets),
they are decoded using the encoding matrix of the source of
these packets. The decoded block is thereafter re-encoded
using the particular code of the relayBi

k×li
leading toli

side information packets that are sent over the channel. This
process is continued until the final destination that will be
able to decode the sent block of data if it receivesk packets.
The only point in the mechanism is to verify the basic hy-
pothesis of the partitioning which was that no packet from
layer numbers larger thank should be processed in layerk.
This can be enforced by adding to packets a header contain-
ing a block number. A block number that has been treated,
decoded, and re-encoded by a relay is not anymore treated.
Moreover to reduce the number of useless redundant pack-
ets forwarded we might use a TTL (Time To Live) mecha-
nism. It decrease a counter set at the sender after crossing
each relay assure that the packet will not be forwarded any-
more when the counter goes down to 0. This mechanism
can be shown to reach the capacity bound presented in the-
orem 4. This shows in the fact that the capacity bound given
in theorem 4 is the capacity region of the multi-relay erasure
channel.

In next section, we will validate the proposed relaying
scheme in a practical scenario through a simulation under
NS-2.26 environment. The simulation will also enable com-
parison of the approach with more traditional routing based
approach following the AODV protocol.

4 Validation by simulation

4.1 Simulation settings

In this section, we will describe the simulations done
under the NS-2.26 environment. We will also demonstrate
that the proposed scheme can be easily implemented in real
WiFi based wireless networks since it does not need any
change to physical layer architecture.

We developed in NS a new routing agent implementing
the proposed coding scheme where each relay uses its spec-
ified codes. We added also to IP packets a new header with
a field containing the block number. This header is used to
recover packets belonging to the same block in order to de-
code it. We added also a TTL counter in order to avoid an
exponential flooding of the network. In order to evaluate the
amount of supplementary packet sent by the mechanism we
monitor in all simulations the relay load which is defined
as the mean number of needed transmission for sending a
data packet from source to destination. We do not make any
change to the IEEE 802.11B MAC layer implementation,
as the proposed scheme does not require such changes. The
scheduling and partitioning therefore results from the dis-
tributed action of wireless MAC layer. However, all relays
send in broadcast mode meaning that WiFi retransmission
mechanism that retransmits the packet lost due to erroneous
reception is bypassed in the proposed scheme. In order to
evaluate the impact of retransmission in the comparison be-
tween the proposed scheme and AODV based scheme we
have also measure the reliability of the proposed scheme.
The reliability is defined as the probability that a packet sent
by the sender is never received by receiver and might there-
fore need a retransmission from sender.

The CSMA/CA scheduling mechanism does not sup-
press completely collisions in the network and they occur
frequently. However, MAC layer CSMA/CA mechanisms
mitigate the collisions and if a collision occurs, the two col-
liding packets are supposed to be lost but as said before the
packets are not retransmitted. Therefore, the total packet er-
ror rate is the sum of the packets lost because of error caused
by channel noise and lost packet due to collision.

The Packet Error Rate due to channel noise is simulated
using a model based indirectly on distance via Signal to
Noise Ratio at receiving node. The larger the distance is
the smaller the SNR and the larger the Packet Error Rate
(PER) will be. The relation between SNR and PER follows
a formula previously derived in [11]. NS also implement



a receiver sensitivity mechanism that prohibits a receiver
of receiving packets if the SNR is below a threshold. This
threshold set the range of a sender to around 100 meters for
a transmitting power ofPmax. We have also used a Two-
ray ground reflection model for generating an attenuation
exponent of 2,5.

Each relay node implements the proposed coding
scheme. It listens to the channel and decides to allocate a
buffer in memory for each new coding block observed. Ar-
riving packets are stored in these buffers until enough pack-
ets are received to decode the corresponding block. The
block is decoded and re-encoded using the relay specific
code. These encoded packets are thereafter forwarded to
the MAC layer and sent over the medium and the buffer is
freed. The buffer is also freed if after timer expiration we
have not received enough packets for the decoding. If a re-
lay decodes a block and finds out that he is the destination,
it is forwarded to upper layers. The traffic is simulated by
using a CBR sources with rate is2 Mbps and the packet
size is set to1500 bytes. The MDS block size was set to
N = 10. The sender code rate is calculated to optimize
the relay load and transmission rate following the method
proposed in [12].

We run the simulation over several random topology sce-
narios. However we present here only two typical sce-
narios : a dense scenario with 30 nodes in an area of
600 × 600m2 (see figure 3(a)) and a more spread scenario
with 30 nodes in an area of1000 × 1000m2, figure 3(b).
In each case one couple of sender and receiver are chosen
randomly.

We compared the proposed method with an AODV rout-
ing scheme [19]. AODV is largely referred in the literature
as a routing protocol that is well suited for WiFi type Ad-
hoc networks. The simulations are done using the imple-
mentation of AODV in NS-2.

4.2 Simulation results

In this section we present and analysis the results ob-
tained by simulation. Each simulation roundi consists of
setting the power level of each sender at a valueP =
βiPmax and running the simulation for the proposed scheme
as well as a AODV based approach. The results are stored
on a trace file that is used to derive three main parameters
of interest.

• The throughput in term of bits/sec calculated over the
transmission time between sender and receiver.

• The relaying load defined as the number of packets
sent in the environment for each packet data received
by the receiver application layer.

• The mean delay calculated as the mean delay observed
by received packets. This delay calculate as the differ-
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(a) Scenario 1: 30 nodes located randomly in an area 600× 600m2.
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Figure 3. The two different scenarios used in
the simulations

ence between the time they are sent by the application
at the source to the time they are received by the appli-
cation layer at the receiver.

The comparison of the different scheme is bases on these
three criteria. Each simulation round is done for AODV as
well as for our proposed relaying scheme. The duration of
each simulation round is10ms. For each round we varyβi

by steps of0.1 varying between0 and1.

4.3 Scenario 1

We first compare the three performance metrics in the
dense scenario. The attained throughput is shown in Fig.
4(a) for the proposed relaying scheme and for AODV. As
observed, the proposed scheme outperforms largely AODV
for all node power scenarios. The gain can goes as high



as 500 times for low transmission power to a factor of 1.3
for large transmission power. This gain was expected as
the proposed scheme uses all the available capacity for the
transmission where AODV just use the available capacity
in one path. It is noteworthy that the proposed relaying
scheme can attain a rather good rate even in very low trans-
mission level power situation which make it attractive for
situation where power consumption is a concern (as sensor
nets). For higher power levels, the rate is bounded in the
proposed scheme by a large increase in collisions coming
from the density of the environment. However, for AODV,
the rate is bounded by a single hop where the two relay-
ing nodes in the path are far from each other. Collision
affects AODV but to a smaller extend than the proposed
relaying scheme. This explain why the proposed relaying
scheme attain a plateau for transmission power in the or-
der of 0.2Pmax while AODV is still slightly increasing its
throughput. It also says that it is almost useless of using a
power larger than0.2Pmax by using the proposed scheme
where with AODV a larger power might be needed to attain
similar throughput.

To have a better understanding of what is happening in
the network lets compare the relay load as shown in Fig.
4(b). This figure gives insight into the behavior of both
methods and validates somewhat the intuition developed
when seeing Fig. 4(a). At low transmission power in AODV
most of sent packets are retransmitted as the SNR is low and
therefore the PER is high. However, for the proposed relay-
ing scheme we do not have retransmissions as we are using
the broadcast function of WiFi cards that bypass it. With in-
creasing transmission power the relay loads converges and
the relay load of AODV become smaller than the relay load
of the proposed scheme. Ultimately for a transmitted power
Pmax the relay load of AODV is around 15% lower but
with a loss of 30% in throughput compared to the proposed
scheme. This shows the marginal benefit of the proposed
scheme.

Another criterion of comparison is the transmission de-
lay. This is shown in Fig. 5(a). It is expected that AODV
should have a smaller transmission delay than the proposed
relaying scheme. The rationale behind this intuition is that
on one hand proposed relaying scheme requires that a whole
block of 10 packets being received before being able to de-
code the block and forward the new packets. This induces
a large decoding delay. On the other hand we show that the
proposed scheme reach a larger throughput and moreover as
it is one kind of controlled flooding, packets find themselves
the shortest path from source to destination. This two con-
tradictory effects shape the delay behavior. It can be seen
in Fig. 5(a) that for low transmission powers the delay of
AODV is much larger than the proposed scheme. This can
be explained by the observation that when power is low the
PER become large and packets stay a long time in queues
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Figure 4. The simulation results for topology
No.1.

waiting to be retransmitted. Because of this queues build
up at nodes that are far from their next hop and congestion
occurs which increase the delay. However, the congestion
of intermediate node is bounded in the proposed relaying
scheme by the fact that a block that has been treated and
sent is not anymore stored. Meaning that queues do not
build up and the crossing delay of a router is bounded by
the time needed to receive a block and to decode it. The
effects of this lack of congestion are visible in the average
delay. For small transmission power where queue builds up
because of retransmission and low throughput, the proposed
scheme clearly outperform AODV. Nevertheless, when the
transmission power increasing, AODV takes its revenge and
show a smaller delay as expected. However, the compari-
son of the two methods shows that the proposed scheme
seems to have good properties especially at low transmis-
sion power. Even if there is a slight increase in delay and
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Figure 5. The simulation results for topology
No.1.

a slight relay load increase, the mechanism seems to have a
good marginal benefit.

As a last analysis we compared the reliability factor of
AODV and the proposed coding scheme in the figure 5(b).
We define the reliability factor as the percentage of the
packet transmitted by the sender and received by the re-
ceiver. When we are interesting to compare the performance
of the protocols, we do not take into account the number of
packets loss in the Interface Queue buffer. For AODV the
simulation have been done for two different traffic loads, a
high traffic load with rate 2Mbps and a lower traffic load
which is approximately matched to the transmission rate
of the network. When in the case of the proposed coding
scheme the sender is able to estimate the maximum achiev-
able rate of the network (as explained in the previous sec-
tion) the sender transmits by its matched traffic load. We
also consider that the MAC layer transmit in 11Mbps. As it

is shown in figure 5(b) AODV has a weak reliability factor
especially in the case of high traffic load. There are two ma-
jor reasons for this behavior of AODV : the first being that
AODV uses a timer for each packet and if this timer expire
the packet is dropped. The high transmission delay results
in many packets drops in the intermediate (relay) nodes be-
cause of timer expiration. The second reason is that AODV
does not retransmit a packet more than 5 times. Therefore,
if a packet is dropped more than 6 times it is not retrans-
mitted. This also explains the unreliability in the matched
traffic load case. However, the proposed relaying scheme is
almost perfect (the reliability rate is above 99.5%).

4.4 Scenario 2

The second scenario is a sparse scenario with a smaller
node density. It can be expected than the results should be
similar in that case to the first scenario but with a smaller
transmission power. Fig 6 validates this intuition; this figure
appears to be a zooming of the initial part the Fig. 4. The
same analysis as for scenario 1 can be applied to this sce-
nario, with the notable difference that the situation is more
favorable to the proposed relaying scheme.

5 conclusion

In this paper we presented a practical relaying scheme
rooted on information theoretic. The main idea of the pro-
posed scheme is to diffuse the information in the network
and to gain from the natural diversity existing in the net-
work, in place of pushing all data belonging to a sender to
receiver connection to follow the same path. In this scheme
every relay has a proper code similar to CDMA spreading
code. This code is used by the relay to encode incoming in-
formation such that the side information sent by the relay to
the network is not redundant. The coding scheme proposed
has the nice property that the relaying decision is made only
at relay node and the sender even does not need to be aware
of the existence of a relaying node. The relays might even
optimize the relay load the inject in the network if they have
access to the packet loss probability matrix of the network
P. The proposed scheme can be easily implemented in ac-
tual WIFI based wireless network and it does not need any
new physical layer architecture as needed for interference
cancellation method proposed previously.

The presented approach is shown to outperform clearly
AODV routing based approach at the cost of a slightly
higher relay load for high transmission power situation. The
approach presented here opens new approach for new relay-
ing schemes for wireless and sensor network. Another di-
rection we are going toward is the extension of the scheme
to multi-sender, multi-receiver settings. This full extension
would be topic of the future works.
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